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Innovation takes many forms and can spring from unlikely sources. Consider Great River Brewery (GRB), a small craft brewer in downtown Davenport, IA, and located several hundred yards from the Mississippi River’s Lock and Dam No. 15, cited as the world’s longest roller dam at 1,203 feet.

Started in Iowa City in 2004 as a brew pub, the business relocated to Davenport in 2008 and began brewing beer a year later. In May 2010, it expanded into packaging with the introduction of 16-oz cans of Roller Dam Red Ale and 483 Pale Ale, the latter in recognition of a nearby river mile marker. Since then, GRB has released brews including Organic Farmer Brown Ale and Redband Stout, a beer infused with cold-pressed espresso beans from Redband Coffee Co. One of the newest products is the 2012 debut of River Rat root beer, its first carbonated soft drink, which expands the company’s reach to a new market segment.

One of the first brewers to sleeve-label beer, Great River Brewery enjoys operational flexibility, inventory space savings and brand impact.
the preprinted film sleeves open wide the gates of operational flexibility for GRB’s modest, but growing operation.

It’s a bold move, and perhaps most surprising is that no other brewer, craft or otherwise, had made a commitment to sleeve labeling cans before. Krutzfeldt knows of two or three other breweries that are already sleeving cans because of GRB’s initiative.

**Space constraints roll away**

When GRB first considered canned beer, Krutzfeldt gravitated toward preprinted cans as so many craft brewers have done before. On top of the quality limitations he saw for offset-lithographic printing for cans, it was the minimum order quantities that stopped him cold.

“An order meant an entire 53-foot trailer of preprinted cans for one item,” says Krutzfeldt. You know he did his homework when he rattles off the numbers: A truckload amounts to 25 pallets of 6,224 cans or 155,310 cans squeezed into a 5,000- to 6,000-square foot building.

“Preprinted cans quickly fill up our entire brewery, allowing us to inventory for only two kinds of beer,” he explains. That’s a severe drag on growth for a business that relies on a stable core of products supplemented by seasonal varieties.

Krutzfeldt felt there had to be another way. His eureka moment came while walking the aisles in a grocery store and seeing that sleeve labels were found decorating containers across numerous product categories with the exception of beer. He also uncovered a highly limited Labatt effort for preprinted film sleeves for root beer, a recent addition to its product line.

“In summer 2012, GRB upgraded its packaging operations with an entry-level **Tripack** Model LSA160 applicator that cuts roll film into sleeves using a rotary applicator that cuts roll film into sleeves using a rotary... 
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knife. Mounted on a casters-equipped frame for easy line integration and with a compact footprint, the system is capable of applying up to 50 primary sleeves per minute using stepper motor technology. It has a touchscreen panel and is run by a programmable logic controller.

Krutzfeldt refers to the applicator as the “Katmatic 2000,” so named because the sleeving had been done manually to this point by the “Katmatic 1000,” Krutzfeldt’s nickname for the operator, Katherine. While line speeds have remained unchanged at near 30 cans per minute, the Katmatic 1000 has been relocated to the end of the U-shaped production line near the discharge of the heat tunnel where she assembles the sleeved cans into multipacks and stacks them into corrugated trays on pallets.

One of the biggest challenges GRB faced as a pioneer in using shrink sleeves on cans was that cold-filling at around 32 deg F creates condensation on the cans and leads to a problem: Sleeve labels do not slide as easily down wet cans as dry. An air knife upstream of the sleeve applicator removes much of the rinse water and condensation from the cans, but enough remains to prevent the sleeves from being tamped completely down over the cans. That’s where Louisiana native Krutzfeldt conducted what he calls “a little southern-style” engineering: A home-made secondary tamping device consisting of a reciprocating bar situated between the sleeve applicator and the heat tunnel. It augments the applicator’s automatic sleeve application and fully seats the sleeves over the can body prior to entering the shrink tunnel.

The sleeved cans continue on through a dry-heat tunnel selected for economics and start-up simplicity. Due to a boiler upgrade, Krutzfeldt is considering moving in the future to a steam tunnel that has now become a viable option and that would provide a more aesthetically pleasing shrink quality.

The shrink-sleeved cans exit the tunnel where they are manually packed using a QuadPak four-can can carrier ring from PakTech. The carrier color of red, black or green is coordinated with the product and label. Made of high-density polyethylene and 100 percent recyclable, the can carrier permits stacking into towers, a key reason Krutzfeldt selected it.

Another reason is more personal. “I grew up in south Louisiana where we’re duck hunters from way back,” he relates. “Down there you would occasionally see the old six-pack rings caught around a duck’s head. When I saw the PakTech product at a brewing tradeshow, I liked it right away.”

About 70 percent of its production is for cans, the remainder is kegged beer. In 2012, the operation canned a total of 10 products consisting of house and seasonal beers plus one carbonated soft drink. With the flexibility afforded by sleeve labeling, Krutzfeldt expects to add seven new beers in 2013. Like the river, Great River Brewer will continue rolling onward.